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Chapter l 
INTRODnCTIOW

(lei) -Description of Lag Terms
Dead time or' time delay of some type is present In 

practically all open or .closed loop systems. The simple 
process of taking a shower involves dead time® If the 
shower is too hot and the opening of the valve controlling 
the hot water is decreased, it takes some time before- the 
result of the change is felt e This type of delay is 
generally described as transport or distance-velocity lag. 
1 type of transport lag is shown in Figure 1. The gauge 
at it indicates the plate thickness by a voltage® The 
difference between the output of this gauge and another 
voltage indicating the desired thickness becomes an 
error voltage which is used to position the rollers at 
Be, . The transport lag represents the finite elapsed time 
between the time the correction is made at B and the time

-i ' / '

it is sensed at Ad"

] - . ■Jo L»- Bower and Peter M» Schultheiss, Introduction 
to the Design of Servomechanisms9 John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 
New York, 1'958, p.. lif-B®. - —
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Figure 1.1 Example of Transport Lag
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The exponential portion of the general transmission 

line equation V(s) = F(s) exp(«»' \/(Ls 4- R ) (Cs + G ) } reduces 
to transport lag for conditions of zero resistance and zero 
conductance e.- .

’ Another type of dead time or lag which is occasioned 
in. physical .systems is distributed lag» This type of lag 
is exemplified "by a system which has inertia and no leakages 
Under most conditions’this would adequately represent the - 
flow of a fluid through a pipes This function is inherent • 
in many chemical pr.ocessesj as for example, conduction of 
heat through a slab of uniform thickness or diffusions of 
liquid in a. homogenous liquid®. ' The general transmission 
line equation V(s) ;»• P (s ) exp (-l/Tls + R){Cs -s* G f) will 
reduce to the form of F(s) exp (~|/sT̂ } for conditions of 
zero conductance and; zero inductance« Many more applica-t 
tions in which distributed lag is- important may 'be cited; 
the few- given here ind.icate the importance of the function®

There have been methods developed for analyzing . 
the effect of distributed lag and- transport lag on 
continuous, closed loop servo systems utilizing the 
Laplace transform® Notable work was done in this field

D. 1C. Cheng, Analysis of Linear Systems, Addison^ 
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Mass., 1959,



.by Chu, wlio utilized features of the root-locus method to 
determine the effect of varying parameters of feedback 
systems containing lag of both the transport and distri
buted types6 " ’ . ■ '

In recent years the. intense and widespread interest 
in digital and,sampled data control has resulted in great 
advances in the theory and techniques for the analysis 
and design of sampled data control .systems . ■The inherent
capability of sampled data systems to: provide - simple, 
sensitive and efficient power control devices has caused 
them to be used extensively in chemical process control ■ 
plants where the distributed lag parameter, is inherent 
in practically every function®.- .. ;

(1*2) Statement of the Objective -
A.1 though the function exp (-yaT^) is necessary to 

describe many physical phenomena, the current literature ' 
does not indicate a .method for- analyzing sampled data 
systems which contain distributed delay* The object of 
this thesis is to develop an accurate and simple method 
for.: determining the' maximumi gain' constant and -for plotting 
the root-locus of a sampled data servomechanism which

•^Yaohan Chu, ^yeedback :Gontrol -Systems with.Dead- 
Time Lag or Distributed "Lag' by Root-Locus Meth.Qdns TransaC 
fiona AXBE.y ’Vol.- 71, Part XI, 1952, pp 1291-296* —



includes as part of its Laplace transform the term ' 
exp (- \^Td) „

The development of a recommended procedure for 
analyzing distributed, lag will be broken into three 
major portions; first, a discussion of why conventional 
z transform methods oannot. be used; second, a descrip
tion of possible methods which could be used to avoid 
going directly to the z domain from the given transfer 
function; and, third, a complete description and example 
of the principal method developed here,



Chapter 2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

.(2«1). Mathematical "Description of Delay Functions
The Laplace transform for dead time.is repre

sented by e”88, which comes directly from the property
' hof the shifting theorem

^f (t-=*b)u(t~b) = e ^ 8P(s) (2.1)
■f(t-b) - a shift of b units 

along the time axis
, u(t-b) = a unit step function 

beginning at time b
F(s) ~ the Laplace transform 

of f(t)
The inyerse transform for a step function with dead time

& ”1F(s) =■ ̂ ,*”1 i  exp f(.-sT̂ ) (2o2)

is plotted in Figure 2s,le The distributed lag term does 
not transform into the time domain as nicely. The 
function exp (-VST$) has a singular branch point at the 
origino This means first that, in order to find a 
function of time by complex integration, the path of 
integration must exclude the origin, and second, any

. Ao As el tine,—Transform Method in Linear System
Analysiss McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York] 1958
p. 108
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of Transport Lag and Distributed Lag



approximation of the'function toy-a rational function will
not toe valid at the origin*. Complex integration yields

' s .the expression^
; exp (2

. . .  2t̂ rrt , 4 b

; , The inverse Laplace transform of i exp. («fsT^) Is
also plotted in Figure .2«10 In this dases the delay term 
.does not impose a simple time delay» Further* not only 
is delay non*--linear* but attenuation of the input signal 
accompanies the delaye'

(2a2) 2 Transform Methods ■ ■
The normal procedure for analyzing, sampled data ■ 

systei'ils is to determine the system as a function of s - 
where F (s) is the Laplace transform of f(t)» Function 
F(.s) is then transformed into F(z) where z is defined

g rn . .as e - i In this definition* z may toe thought of as an 
infinite series of weighted delays* the coefficients of 
which represent the magnitude - of the sampled function at
" ' - ' a '■ ; , ' 'the sampling instants•

^Frnst Metoer* Linear Transient Analysis* Vol0 2* 
John Wiley and Sons * Inc** New York* 195 6* ~pp» 318=329*

' -  6J» B- Ragazzini and G-. F» Franklin* Sampled Data 
Control Systems* McGraw-Hill Book Company* Inc0* New York
1 9 % "  P * 73* ' ;



9
The basic % transform method suffers from one 

serious limitation^ namely, the inverse 2 transform 
yields, correct information only at-th© sampling instants* 
In order to offset this limitation, the modified % 
transform has been developed so that values of a function 
at times other than integer multiples of the sampling 
period can be obtained* In Figure 2s2 the heavy line 
indicates a representative output function. Use of 
the modified 2 transform permits the ^sliding*1 of the 
entire curve along the t axis, or, delaying the curve 
for a time = a, . From Figure 2e2.

a t mT = T' (2»ij.)
and thus

. m ^ 1  -■ |  (2,5)

The dotted line in Figure 2*2 indicates the output from a 
system containing a delay equal to a»7 Extensive tables 
of modified 2. transforms are a v a i l a b l e 9

A generalized error-sampled unity feedback system 
and lag'"term can be represented: as in Figure 2o3® The - 
switch represents. sampling device, and F(s) represents

^Julius To Tou, Digital and Sarqpled Pat a Control 
Systems, MeUraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., Hew York, 1959, PP o lti4-192.e

T, Tou, opo clto, pp« 588-592

9j. Bo Eagazzini and Q-, F s Franklin, op* cite, 
pp. 318-319.
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y(t)

tST2T 4T 5T

Figure 2.2 Samples of the Output Function and the Delayed Output
Funot ion
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F(s) Lag

Figure 2*3 Generalized Error Sampled Feedback System with
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a rational function In s,

If F(s) K and Lag *s..e*sTd#
8(14-1^8)

the over-all open-loop transfer function is

0(s j K e“sTd (2,6)
s(l+T-j_s)

which has a m transform and a modified z transform according 
to

G(s)

. G(zsm)

K ■s^d1
sflfT^s) J

ijh m Td
T

K Ee-(T-9a)/Tl
•I

(2.7

(2,8)

(2.9)
- 2 „ © - T / T i

This result demonstrates a very Important fact. The reason 
we can form F(s) when transport lag is involved is because 
the modified z transform permits evaluation of coefficients

CD
,an of ^  . an sn at times other than sampling instants n-o
provided all samples are translated the same amounte Also, 
it shows that transport lag in sampled data systems does 
not complicate the analysis procedure, provided the modified 
z. transform is used. This is not the case in continuous 
systems where transport delay does complicate analysis
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procedures andj, in: some oases, severely limits usefulness
10of analysis techniques=

Refer again to Figure 2s 3 and let 8SLagw he a 
distributed lag rather than a simple transport lago 
Distributed lag can be represented by a term exp (-fsT^) 
when represents the time constant of the system® With 
reference to the problem solved for transport lag, we may 
.form

0.(s) ' (2.10)
s(l-hT-|_s)

which has z transform

G(z) = e" W T j ” ? (2 = 11)
/ L s d ^ s )  .J

It is apparent that a. modified z transform technique no 
longer applies because delay Is no longer linear? Rather, 
magnitude and phase of different Samples are affected by 
different factors®

J. T® Tou, 0£ cite, p® 319



Chapter 3
POSSIBLE METHODS OF OBTAINING AN APPROXIMATING FUNCTION

(3,1) Ba Hll Method
If a rational function F^(s) can be found which 

approximates the characteristics of a distributed lag 
function, it is possible to represent G(s) exp (~\/sT̂ ) as
G ( s ( s) and transform the equivalent function to the 
domain and Investigate stability and other characteristics 
of the system in the usual mannere

A method of approximation which at first seems 
particularly fruitful since the time response of the
function to both an impulse and a step function can be '

■- - 1 11 ' plotted has been described by Ba Hli» The method■is .
for determining F(s) when the time response represented
by the inverse Laplace transform of F(s} is prescribed®
The procedure consists of measuring the area under the
time curve and then expanding a Dirlchlet power series
and equating coefficients of the desired function® The
pole-zero excess for this desired function is determined
by the nature of the function at the origin®

n  ■ ■Freddy Ba Hli, nk General Method for Time Domain
Network S y n t h e s i s I®R®E® Transactions-Circuit Theory,
Sept® 19%, pp» 21-27®

lii-



With this method/ some marginally adequate results 
can be obtained for large values of time, however, in all 
cases, the approximations for large values of « (small values; 
of time) are poor*.' The reason' is primarily that the function 
exp (««ysTd) contains a continuum of poles on the negative 
real axis, and since the original slope is determined by 
the pole-zero excess, it is' impossible to approximate it . ' 
except with a .large number of.poles« In addition, the
singular point at the origin severly restricts the domain

■ ■ ■ ■ 1 - in which' this expansion is valid as it, does with the Taylor
series method of approximation discussed.below* Another.
disadvantage of the method is that it is difficult to
evaluate the error in the. time domain* A sample of the
type of approximation,obtained by this method is shown
in Figure 3®1® 1 ■

(3®2) Taylor Series Method •.
Difficulty with the distributed lag function is 

caused.;."by the singularity ; at the .origin6 Because of '
this, it is impossible to expand.an approximating function 
in a Taylor series about the point s. ~ 0* It follows that 
It- may be possible to expand in a Taylor series;to approxi- ' 
riiate the function about some point other than the origin*

; ^  IPA Taylor series expanded about point c is %

— ~ ' I P ' , 1 ' ; ' "" "!    "  ..  '' ' ■.John L* ’Stewart, ''Generalized Bade Approximation",
(Mimepgraphed Paper)*
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f(t)

Ba Eli Approximation
1. 1-

In^ulse Response

-Taylor Approximation

8-

Plgure 3.1 Comparison of Approximations and Impulse Response
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Hhich yields: 

T. 2 2 . ] 
d s + ------~J 

e ... V ( s +c ) T d :::: e-;1/C' · 

1 + . ....L. sTd + VC-1 s2T 2 
2(0 ·. Sc'{C · ·· d 

In order that expansioh beuseful for all time, the 
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(3.,1) 

(3 .. 2) 

approximation must not, of course.; have any right half

plane poles. This restric.tion· sevel"ely limits the maximum: 

value of Co In fact, it places a limitation so·stringent 

that it is impossible to realize a pole-zero excess more 

than two ... The results of an expansion about c = 2 H.ith a 

pole-zero excess of tvw is plotted versus the impulse 

response of the distributed lag function ('Figure 3ol), 

The Taylor.method of development gives·a time 

response Y.Jhich is somewhat 'bettel" than that obtained by 

the method of Ba Hli. It should be noted that the region 

.in iiJhich the expansion is valid is determined by the 

point about ~r.rhich the rraylor series is expanded. This 

region i'l)ill be the inside of a circle with the center on 

point c and a radius equal to the distance t6 the origin, 

(the t'tcir•c1e of convergence 1!1 ). Since the locus of roots 

is sy:mrnetrical about the real axis, point c should be 

located on the real axis. Therefore, regardless of point 
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.Cj, the expansion, will not be valid for large o) (Figure • 
(3®2)o Clearly$ it is necessary for the approximation to 
be correct at the point where the root-locus crosses the 
jcti axis in order to obtain a valid stability criterion0.:

(3*3) Bode Flot Method. ' 1: V‘ ' i' -' v

by the poles at this particular value of w, and if this 
shift is inadequate, increase the phase.shift by addition

Figure 3®3"bs :it is;possible ih certain regions to make 
the approximation reasonably accurate over a fairly

A third possible method which can yield a 
sufficiently accurate,approximation is related to plots 
of the steady state magnitude and phase' characteristics'
‘of exp (-^sT^*)v The first step in the procedure is to 
use Bode plots to' determine the number (order) of poles 
which give the correct slope at a given value of ecu ■
The next step is to determine the phase shift contributed

of a transport delay term until.phase is also correct at 
this one value of As shown in Figure 3*3a and

large range of co.a

The net result of the Bode method is to give
a functlo:

(3*3)

: 13 . , - ■'' .. ' . . . ■ . .• : ' Ho 'Chestnut and R e ¥. Mayer, Servomechanisms
and Regulating System Design, John Wiley and Sons, Inc„, 
Hew York, 1958, pp. 297-309*
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Figure 3.2 Region in Which the Taylor Approximation la Valid
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in which the number of poles will increase as w increases. 
Hence9 the system function which must be transformed to 
the z domain is G-(s)Fj(s) exp (~sb), Although the method 
is straightforward, the complexity of the function.' 
increases with the addition of poles and considerable 
labor may then be required to transform the function of 
s» In addition, the approximation is valid for only a 
relatively small portion of the s plane (and the z plane), 
Therefore, in order to plot a complete locus of roots, the 
transformation must be repeated (i®e®„ iterated) several 
times, Another important disadvantage of the method is 
that the approximation can only be made valid along the 
j a x i s  in the s plane®. •



Chapter if. '
THE CONSTAHT SIMPLE LAG METHOD OF APPROXIMATION

(if.o 1) Philosophy of the Method
The two principle disadvantages of approximating 

distributed lag over a' range of, eo. by using a function 
containing a number of poles and a transport delay are:

(1) The complexity of the problem-of transforming 
■ from the s domain to the z domain increases
rapidly with the addition of poles.

(2) It is necessary to repeat the entire procedure 
each time a new approximation is made.

These two disadvantages could be alleviated if, instead 
of trying to make the approximation valid over a range 
of frequency,- the approximation is made correct at only 
a single frequency. This can be accomplished using 
only a multiplier and a transport delay term exp (-sb), 
The multiplier gives the correct magnitude and the term 
exp (-sb) = exp. (-jcob) can be made to give correct phase 
relationship. . The obvious limitation, that the approxi
mation is valid at only a single point instead of.over a 
range of to is offset by the comparative ease with which 
P(s) can be transformed. .

. ’ ' ", ■ 23 ■■



' ' • ■ ■ 2i,i,
The Appendix shows that exp (- VsT^) can be 

represented by a magnitude and a simple delay term for 
any particular value of s. When the point in question 
is located on the ,]"&> axis, the expression reduces to:.

exp (- ̂ sT̂ ") = exp ( exp . (i+.l)
If 2 ■ y a

(ii,2) Application of the Method to a Qontinuous Problem
: Although the method here is being developed for

use in sampled data systems,. the following continuous
lk ' ;example suggested by Chu (Figure Ip,,!) will serve to 

illustrate the general method,' It is well known^ that 
the locus of the roots of a continuous system fall where . 
G-(s) = -1 or Q-(s) = 1  Il80O6 As gain changes, the roots 
move along trajectories oh. which the sum- of the angles to

’ Othe open loop poles equals 180 If determination of
stability alone is of interest, the point on the jw axis 
where the sum of the angles to the open loop poles minus 
the sum of the angles to the open loop zeros equals 180°
■is the point at Which the approximating value for 
exp (~ysT^) must be computed„

Yaohan Chu, op.clt., pp, 291-296»
35 John G0 - Truxal, Autotiatic Feedback Control 

System. Synthesis, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Hew York, 
1966j pp. 22k-225» •
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b t.i

Figure 4.1 Continuous System with Distributed Lag
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A method of successive approximation may be used

to find the correct point. First, assume a location for
th© crossing, point on the jm axis thep using the relation
ship

  '
exp (»VsTd ) = exp ' ©ap (- jy-^r) (4-2)

developed in the Appendix, find the phase shift contributed 
by the lag term (exp (*= jy£^)) „ The correct crossing point, 
and therefore the correct value of e)s is found when the sum 
of the angles to the poles plus the phase shift contributed 
by the delay term minus the sum of the angles to the zeros 
equals 180°9 Following this procedure and assuming 
Td —  1, the point at which the root-locus crosses the joi
axis is found to be ij.»6 radians® At this point phase shift

odue to the lag term is ®la,52 radians or -8? „ The phase 
shift due to G (s} is «93 <> Knowing the correct value of 

the gain constant can be computed and is found to be 
62T9® The maximum allowable gain can now be computed* .

E = — -—  -  -----    (4=3)G(s) s+>3 e -1*52
.2

1



The successive approximation procedure can easily 
.be systemitiaed using magnitude and phase plots (Figure 
(3<>3) = For these particular charts, both magnitude and 
phase are multiplied by the factor These values
are then used directly in computing phase shift and gains

(4*3) Conformal Mapping of s Domain ,
The artifice of introducing a change of independent 

variable by substituting for the given one some function 
of a new variable usually implies the transformation of
one region of the complex plane into another e The z
transform is usually defined

' 2 = eS?' .  ̂ : ''
T = sampling period (4»3)

. s ™ g 4- jeo

In order to use the principles of the root-locus 
technique in sampled data systems, it is necessary to 
map the jca axis (which represents the boundary of 
stability) from the s plane into the z plane. For 
values on the imaginary axis

8 — j&) (4»6)
Therefore' . '

55 . = e (4-7)
which is a multivalued function of to,that has unit' 
magnitude and phase angle caT0



. fg ^ Frequency of sampling in times per 
secondo .

, ' ; T -- The time interval between ,sampl.es :
; . . in seconds 9; ■ , '

Therefore as m is increased from 0 to z varies from
0 to j along the unit circle in'the first quadrant of the
. Z" plane, Oontinuing to map the jti axiss the following
- set: of corresponding points can he obtained j-

to 0 ; . fs.: . t̂og; ^
"4:' 2 :' 4 - A

z 1 j -1 ' 1

Thus5 the . section of the imaginary axis lying between ."
ca ~ 0 and m = 60g3 is mapped into the unit circle of the
z planee As. « is increased from cag to. 2^, the values of
s again trace the unit circle« Figure lu2 shbiars the s
plane and corresponding points in the z plane®

If s - o -h ito is substituted in the definition 
for the z transform,, the result is z. = e At
the point (a ~ - oo^ m = 0 ) of the s planes the value of 
z is zero® This implies that a- point at infinity on the 
negative" real axis of the. s. plane is mapped into the 
origin of the z plane„ It follows that the interior 
of the unit circle, in the z plane .corresponds to the . 
left half of"the s plane® *
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w

Figure 4.2 Mapping of the Imaginary Axis of the s Plane into the Unit
Circle of the z Plane
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(lj-0li.) Sampled Data Example of the Method

The two fundamental concepts necessary in the
recommended method of analysis of. distributed lag in 
sampled data systems are i .

• . mathematically in the Appendix, and
(2 ) . the relationships "between coc in the s plane 

■ and in the z plane®,
With these concepts, the "best way of showing the method 
is to actually do a simple problem,

y It Is desired to determine maximum allowable ' 
gain for the system depicted, in Figure 2 e3 and discussed 
briefly in section 2 .2 . , .

(1) The first step will be to transform G(s) into ■;

(1 ) the relationship between e" and Eje*”88"1
developed quantitatively in section I}.. 1 and

F( z, m) . using .modified z: transf orm techniques e 
This is necessary because the distributed lag 
function will be approximated by the product 
of a constant and a simple lag .term t

s;(sT^+l)



— 1 ( W ,s(T-}_s*KL) J ra ~ I"
T

She value of m is determined as indicated by 
Figure 202.

Ki K exp T°»a.
T;

z-1 z-ê rp (-T/T^ }
KqK T-,

G(z,m) — -T---  “---- --------;— — —  (J4.0IO)

Given the following constants of the system s 

Td = 3
T1 = 1
T = 1

g( c KiK z ( l - e w ( ^ ) ) f o p v X r ? : + ? ] - ^ § .  h

a(-*368)(z-l)

This transform shows that the function exp(—ysT^)
will effect only the zero and the gain constant
of the equation0

(2) Determine the value of ms for the sampling period
used in the problem from the relationship

fcSs " -52L- (ii-*12.)T
In this problem since T — 1,

to j (ll r, 1 3‘)
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(3 ) Assume the position at which the root-locus will 

cross the unit circle (Figure I|>3)» - In this 
case it is assumed that the locus will cross at

The ' angle to the assumed, crossing point 
should be measured or computed to determine 
the angle ©,

(ij.) How determine the corresponding frequency.wc 
■ In the s plane t •:

toc = M  (lull!-)

. in this case . . " -
tog ” Stf (l|.el5 )

therefore • , . .
toa' = 8 / \ ( l i - ei6 )

(5) From the Appendix

; • exp (« W t^ ) ™ exp exp -s|/_i__ (li-d?)

Substituting the value of T^

S:': v  ;l2c0e

exp.(-\/5r) ( » exp ( - 0  |)exp (-Sf| |) (4«l8)

and substituting these values into G(zsm)

, Q(z^m) = (lj-» 19.)■■: " . . y ' h * ( Z L I )
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Figure

Im Assumed
Crossing
Point

z plane

-1

4.3 First Approximation of Location of Root-Locus Crossing Point



(6 ) It is now necessary to plot the new aero and 
measure or compute the angles from the assumed 
crossing point to the open loop poles and zero 
(Figure l4.»3) = The method used will depend upon 
the accuracy desiredo In measuring the angles 
■ the spirule may he used to advantage. In this 
case, the sum of the angles ( 5 + p <■*• '0 ) is 238°, 
therefore, the wrong location has been assumed 
for the locus crossing point and a- new point 
must be chosen, £ good analysis of the root- 
locus will aid in this estimate. In this case, 
the zero contributes practically nothing to the 
sum of the phase angles. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume a point where the sum of 
the angles to the poles approximates 180°6 
For simple configurations of poles and zeros 
it is possible to determine analytically the 
maximum allowable leftward movement of the 
zero so that the locus will cross only at 
180°, This Information could, in some cases,

■ simplify determining the correct value for
For a treatment of this method, the reader is 
referred elsewhere,"^5’

Ia Jury, Sampled Data Control Systems, John 
Wiley and Sons, IneQ, Hew York, pp. 120-130,

-^Ea le Jury, ^Correlation Between Root-Locus and 
Transient Response of Sampled Data Control Systems 
Transactions AIBE, Yol0 7k, Pt, II, 1955, pp. 427-4-36*



(7) For the next approximation the point 068+j
is chosen* The angle from the positive real ' 
axis 1 to this point is 1̂.8Ge Generally coe m s t  
next he computed, but, in this problem, since 
coc = (os, the new approximating value of
exp (-fiD is computed and found to be »326 

e‘»(le34-)s6 /prom the definition of the s 
transform a delay of one sampling period 
corresponds to division of F(z,m) by s®
Therefore a.•portion of the delay term, can- 
be transformed directly and the approximation 
becomes z""̂  (0 325e“ ® )» Substituting this
value into the modified z transform

a(r m ) - î-s,326,)J2̂ ,31.) (4 *2 0)
- z(z-l)(z-,368)

This approximation is plotted in Figure Ipe!;.* ,
The effect of delay more than one sampling
period is to cause a pole at the origin* If
the delay is between two and three sampling
periods, a second order pole is added®

(8 ) Approximation in this manner continues until
the point is found where the sum of the angles
equals 180°»

It is extremely Important to appreciate that the 
approximation derived in this manner is correct at only 
one point®
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Figure 4,4 Second Approximation of Location of Root-Loous Crossing Point



(lj-o5) Extension to Whole z Domain
The method for approximating the distributed lag 

function is not limited to the jco axis (which transforms 
to the unit circle in the z plane}» Rather, the method 
is general and.can be used to obtain valid information at 
any point in the z plane0

In the Appendix an expression is developed that 
establishes a relationship between exp (- VEt *̂) and a 
rational function of s for points in the s planee The 
mapping of the jco axis into the s plane can be extended 
to include mapping of the entire s plane„ With the basic 
definition

% =' exp(sT) (!(.=,21)
=■ exp (o-i-j&i))T (4.«,22)
= exp(aT)exp( joT) (lt.e23)

the value o in the s plane (Figure l|e5) can be seen to 
map into a circle of radius e"0 -̂ e Here again jwT maps 
into a circle as on the jco axis0^^s^® An example of the 
transformation is:

Given -fsT^" " l|.+:j2 (Values computed (ko2li) 
. as in Appendix)

Julius To .Tou, opoCltoT p, ij-9.2

~^Ro V » Churchill, Introduction to Complex Variables 
and Applications, McGraw-Hill Book Goitpany, Inc0„ New York. 
1940, P-. 206o
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Figure 4.6 Mapping of a Decrement Factor in the e Plane into a Circle in the
x Plane



l-j3 , (Point in s plane
mapped: from r)i pti); designated point V.» </

; - in -the e plane)

find an equivalent lipalue' for =>||sf̂  - ,
containing a constant plus a rational '
value of s s Then ■ : :

=6-13 ■ . (4-26)

;3
Therefore

, # 1 = e - 4 * ^ .  e-e
- .. - ' ' 2...  - ' ' '

^ 36e*” 3 s, ; : ; (4.29)
_ is \ : ' '  v '.y ■e ; 3  is simply, a transport lag term and can be handled as . 

before8 By using this technique, the entire root-loous in 
the z. plahe can b e - f oxmd0 : „■ , ' ' • ' . j -



. ..Chapter 5
COMMEKfT 'A3SJD REGOMMENDATIOH FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

■ The reoommended. procedure sacrifices the desirable
quality of finding an approximating function m i c h  is 

; valid throughout the s plane, or at least a large portion 
of the plane, for a very simply computed function which is 
valid at only one points The use of this type of function 

•* necessitates, using successive approximations to determine . 
correct values for the function* The principle advantage 
accrued is that only one z transformation need "be made, 
and this transformation is not complicated by the addition 
of poles, ' . ■ '

For future investigation it is recommended that 
a study foe conducted of possible refinements of this method, 
that special case s'be investigated, and that the results 
obtained here analytically be proven by experimental and

. - • ' ■ ■ p i . :analog techniques e • , •,

21 OaJJlo,Smith, Feedback Confesa. Systems» McGraw- 
Hill Book Gonipany, Inc*, Hew York, 19557™P = " 3lE7~

4 0
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APPENDIX ■

DERIVATION OP EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN, exp- ̂ T^. AND K^'expt-sa).

Given s = o jm and distributed lag term exp (»ysT^) 9 
find and a such that there exists an equivalence as

Assume

Then.

^ T<a = K1e",ss'; - v ' ""- /' (AoT)

VsT^. ~ o-̂ + jtoj (A@ ̂ )

Therefore

and

V(a -f- jw)Td - ■ ■ (Ao3)

; (ff je»)Td = e^^-io^4j(2o^.) ■ (AJi)

aTd = ©i^-ca^2 (A»5)

toTd = 20^^ • (A, 6)

Solving equation A.e6 for and substituting this value 
equation Ae3 yields

W ^ + W ^ : o T d^ T d2 = 0 (A$7)

hence
IT| | i. V3 1/1/ O rO

.. »1 ±  y.^'V-Vcr'+ŵ -cy . , (A®8 )2
pOWhere only the positive.value has significance s similarly

22Ya.ochan Chus op 9 cit „ 9 p » 296



solving equation for and substituting in equation
yields ■ ■

. ■ fnTT i /. ^ v -
: (.4.9)

Since
S - 0 4- j to

L F &  \hfz32\jfsT̂ — ■ l"̂!*  ̂Vô +to -1-04-3 2 . " 4£i) -0-0

d !I V 2 2| lo 4to , 40-0+s ^  | lfa:~ +03“ -- a

(A.10) 

(4,11)

it follows that

F d  Um 2 ; - 2 : \ , \|exp (-fSW^) = exp («“|“  J %  ) exp (»s^ d'l / Z . 22cq I b ’4-ca -a) (Aal2):

where terms may be identified with t^ose^of the desired 
equivalent function 1 '•

exp (-VsTd ) - ^exp.(- as) (4>13)
For a case on the imaginary axis

■s;- = , jto' ' v . . 
and the expression reduces to -

exp (- ysTfi) - exp (, - ■) exp (- j 2 ), • (A.Ik)
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